[Kinetics of the reaction of nitroblue tetrazolium reduction by human blood neutrophils].
Kinetics of Nitro blue tetrazolium (NBT) reduction to diformasan by neutrophils was investigated using 27 samples of human blood. Analysis of alteration in the share of activated neutrophils (ANP) and activated neutrophil index (ANI) was done in relation to the reaction time. The former reaction is an irreversible reaction of zero (pseudozero) order, while the latter is an irreversible reaction of the first (pseudofirst) order. It has been found out that an induced NBT reduction occurs in parallel with a spontaneous reaction, and that neutrophils have essentially different oxidizing power. The kinetic approach enabled us to discover some indices (NBT quantity involved in the reaction, and reaction speed constant of the first order) which in different samples varied within broader limits than ANP or ANI (within the limits of an order), i.e. provided a possibility to make a more delicate analysis of processes in neutrophils.